
Arts in Dialogue

Week 4: Synesthesia 

(and other odds and ends) 



syn·es·the·sia

A neurological condition in which a person experiences "crossed" 

responses to stimuli. It occurs when stimulation of one sensory or 

cognitive pathway (e.g., hearing) leads to automatic, involuntary 

experiences in a second sensory or cognitive pathway (e.g., vision).

/sinəsˈTHēZHə/  noun



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkRbebvoYqI


Types of Synesthesia

● Grapheme-color: letters/numbers and color

● Chromesthesia: sound and color

● Auditory-tactile: sound and touch (ASMR, “goosebump” sensation)

● Ordinal linguistic personification: numbers, days of the week, 

months, letters of the alphabet have genders, ages, and personalities

● Mirror-touch: A person feels the sensation of being touched when 

observing another person being touched (empathy)

● Lexical-gustatory: words and taste



Musician/ Artist 

Synesthetes

● Franz Liszt

● Jean Sibelius

● Olivier Messiaen

● Duke Ellington

● Billy Joel

● Itzak Perlman

● Vincent VanGogh

● Leonard Bernstein

● Amy Beach

● Wassily Kandinsky

● Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov



WASSILY 

KANDINSKY

(1866-1944)

● Russian painter and theorist

● Known as the “Father of 

Abstraction”

● Began career as a lawyer, but 

changed professions after an 

impactful experience listening to 

Wagner’s Lohengrin 

Portrait by Gabrielle Munter



Kandinsky: Impression III: Konzert (1911)



Schoenberg: Three Piano 

Pieces, Op. 11 (1909)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FIvHT1qJf0s


Revisiting Pictures at an Exhibition

Hartmann - Mussorgsky - Kandinsky

Kandinsky “retranslated” Mussorgsky’s piano suite back into visual art 

in a series of sketches that were later realized as stage designs with 

constantly moving parts. 



Kandinsky: Picture XIII 

Catacombae. Sepulcrum romanum

Hartmann: 

Catacombs



Kandinsky: Picture XV

The Hut on Fowl’s Legs

Hartmann: 

The Hut on Hen’s Legs



Kandinsky: Picture XVI

The Great Gate of Kiev

Hartmann: 

The Great Gate of Kiev



OLIVIER MESSIAEN

(1908-1992)

● French composer, organist, and 

ornithologist 

● Developed a system called 

Modes of Limited Transposition 

to create layered chords that 

were “multi-colored” because of 

overlapping keys

● Used detailed descriptions of 

color in his scores to indicate the 

type of sound he intended

● Devout Catholic



Quartet for the 

End of Time 

(1941)

● Composed and 

premiered while he 

was a prisoner of war 

in Germany

● Use of birdsong

● Colorful descriptions 

of various movements

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UeSVu1zbF94


Couleurs de la cité céleste

(Colors of the celestial city)

Des Canyons aux étoiles . . . 

(From the canyons to the stars)

● Commissioned by the U.S. bicentennial celebration, 

inspired by Bryce Canyon and Zion National Park

Other pieces that use “notated” color



Chord descriptions:

● 15th chord: it belongs to mode 3 - it is A major blue - the 

presence of the G sharp adds a little gold, the doubling at the 

higher octave of the C sharp and the F natural add pale green

● 16th chord: it is again in mode 3 - it is light green and light 

silvery blue, the B flat and the G sharp add a little orange

Modes of Limited Transposition



Stained glass is one of the most wonderful creations of man. You are 

overwhelmed. And I think this is the beginning of Paradise, because in 

Paradise we are overwhelmed.

What does a rose window in a cathedral do? It teaches through imagery, 

through symbolism, through all the characters that inhabit it - but what 

most catches the eye are its thousand spots of colour which ultimately 

dissolve into a single, very pure shade, so that someone looking on says 

only, ‘That window is blue’ or ‘That window is violet.’ I had nothing more 

than this in mind. 

Messiaen and Stained Glass



Interpretation and Translation

“Each art is separated from the other, but on the other hand, they are 

combined in their innermost tendencies. Thus, it is found that every art 

has its own strength which cannot be substituted for another.” 

- Wassily Kandinsky



Painting: 

Frank Dicksee (1884)

Drama:

Shakespeare (1597)

→ Choral Symphony:

Berlioz (1839)

Symphonic Poem:

Tchaikovsky (1880)

Romeo and Juliet

→

→

Ballet: 

Prokofiev (1938)

→

Musical/ Film: Wise/ 

Robbins/ Berstein: (1961)



“The sound of colors 

is so definite that it 

would be hard to find 

anyone who would 

express bright yellow 

with bass notes or 

dark lake with treble” 

-Kandinsky

There may be some 

universal relationships 

between color and 

sound that all people 

perceive naturally 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=taKx_stlUOQ


Descriptors in Music and Visual Arts

● Color (timbre)

● Balance

● Proportion

● Temperature (warm/cool)

● Structure

● Rhythm 

● Foreground/ Background

● Form

● Blend

● Accent

● Chromatic

● Dissonance/ Consonance

● Harmony

● Tension

● Texture

● Tone

● Symmetry

● Any others? 



Symmetry 

cv

Excerpt from Haydn’s Feldpartita 



Symmetry 

Raphael: School of Athens (1509-11) 



Universal or Cultural? 

Colors represent different emotions, holidays, and religious symbols 

around the world

Yellow Luck

● China = Red

● Thailand = Yellow

● Ireland = Green

● India = Orange

● France/ Germany = jealousy/ betrayal

● Thailand = luck, color of Monday

● Various African nations = wealth/ status

● Egypt = mourning/ afterlife 

● Japan = bravery/ courage

● U.S. = happiness



Universal or Cultural? 

Sometimes colors are associated with exact opposites in different cultures, as 

is the case with gender

Red (U.S.) = Love / Anger

● U.S.: Pink = Feminine, Blue = Masculine

● China: Blue = Feminine

● Japan: Pink = Masculine

Even within the same culture, colors can represent contrasting ideas or 

emotions



Universal or Cultural? 

Specific color associations may be largely cultural, but the physics of light 

does cause some universality in color perception 

Longer wavelength = 

warm colors = 

advance in space

Shorter wavelength = 

cool colors =

recede in space

↓





Paul Cezanne: Mount Saint-Victoire

Creating the illusion of depth 

through use of warm and cool



Natural phenomena of atmospheric perspective


